
Count carefully to come home

 Vinoba Bhave, an Indian advocate for human rights who died in 1982, said, “Innumerable
actions are going on through us all the time. If we started counting them, we should never come to an
end.”
 If every player counted his tricks correctly, there would be no average players remaining 
everyone would be an expert.
 Luckily it is not that tough at the bridge table. But the more counting you do, the better you will
play. In today's deal, how should South plan the play in four hearts after West leads a trump?
 North was correct to raise his partner's five-card-major opening bid to two hearts, not respond
one spade. With a weak hand, it is best to make a limited bid immediately.
 After West had led a trump and the dummy was tabled, a careless declarer would charge into
the play. He would draw trumps and continue with the ace and another club. He would be hoping for
an even club break, but East would gratefully cash three club tricks, then lead the spade king to defeat
the contract.
 South should have counted his tricks more carefully. He had nine sure winners (five hearts,
three diamonds and one club), and the tenth could come from either a 3-3 club division – which will
happen about one-third of the time – or a club ruff in the dummy. The correct play is to win the first
trick in hand and immediately cash three diamond tricks, discarding a club from the dummy. Next, lead
the ace and another club.
 East will win and return a trump, but South wins in hand and ruffs a club in the dummy with the
heart king for his tenth trick.
 Note that if South carelessly wins either of the trump leads with dummy's king, West will be able
to ruff the third club with the heart seven.
 Any time you can arrange a ruff in the shorter trump hand, it is almost certain to be the right
play.

    NORTH
    ‰ 9 8 6 5 4
    Š K 5 3
    ‹ K 7
    Œ 9 8 2
  WEST    EAST
  ‰ A J 10 3    ‰ K Q 7
  Š 7 4 2    Š 8 6
  ‹ 9 6 5 3 2    ‹ J 10 8
  Œ K    Œ Q J 10 7 4
    SOUTH
    ‰ 2
    Š A Q J 10 9
    ‹ A Q 4
    Œ A 6 5 3

   Vulnerable: Both
   Dealer: South

  South West  North East
  1Š Pass  2Š Pass
  4Š All Pass

   Opening lead: Š 2


